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MINIMUM UNDERGROUND CLEARANCES AS PER CITY OF TORONTO MCR
(EDGE TO EDGE)

Utilities or Plant Vertical
mm (feet)

Horizontal
mm (feet)

Railways
Heavy Rail (CN/CP/GO) Refer to STD. 31-1310

Light Rail (TTC/LRT/Metrolinx) Refer to STD. 31-1200
Hydro One All Infrastructure - -

Communication
Bell

Canada

Manholes - -
Concrete Encased Ducts - -

Direct Buried Ducts - -
Others All Infrastructure - -

Enwave Energy
Corporation

Steam Pipes - -
Chilled Water Pipes - -

Enbridge Gas
National Energy

Board

- -
CER Regulated Pipelines and Vital Mains

(Open Trench) - -

ALL Pipelines Directional Drilling/Boring - -
Regulator Stations Consult with City -

City of Toronto

Trees See Note 1 and Std. 31-0400
Catch Basins Consult with City -

Traffic Signal Ducts - -

Storm
Sewer

-
- - 75 -6

- - -
Maintenance Hole - -

Sanitary/
Combined

Sewer

-
- - 75 -6

- - -
Maintenance Hole - -

Water
Mains

-
- - 75 -6

- - -
Water Valve Chamber See Note 5 -

Fire Hydrant - -

Toronto Hydro
(This to be used when

other Utilities are
installing their plant

close to THESL
infrastructure)

Poles (Direct Buried) -2400, 04-4100 and
04-5100

Base Mounted Poles/
Reinforced Sidewalk Bays See Note 3

Cable Chamber/Vault/Tap Boxes
(No Grounding Outside Structures) - -

   Padmounts/Sub Vaults/Splice Vaults
(Grounding Outside Structure) Refer to STD. 31-4100

Ducts/Duct Banks - -
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Notes:

1. Any construction activity in the vicinity of trees shall be carried out in compliance with latest City of

2. If the minimum clearances shown cannot be met, the subject utilities approval may be obtained for
reduced clearances.

3. Horizontal clearance shall be from edge of reinforced sidewalk bay or pole base to edge of proposed
plant. Contractor shall at no time cut into reinforced sidewalk bays and pole bases. Sidewalk bays and
pole bases provide loading support for the pole. Plant can be installed under reinforced sidewalk bays

-
bases.

4. If the minimum horizontal clearance for utilities installing plant close to THESL plant cannot be met due
to existing field conditions - Customer
providing the reasons for the reduced clearance. Approvals can be provided by Toronto Hydro
Standards Department for reduced clearance.

5. Any proposed ho -
following supporting documentation:

a) A letter stamped and signed by a Professional Engineer of Ontario, outlining:
- That the Contractor/Customer is responsible for all costs associated with support and inspection, as

well as any damages and associated costs;
- The method of protection and/or support. Support is required if Toronto Hydro plant is undermined;
- That this is a unique scenario that requires a deviation from typical construction standard, and

identify that the deviation is also from the typical clearances set out by Toronto Hydro and the City
of Toronto.

b) Drawing which shall include:
- Stamp and signature of a Professional Engineer in the Province of Ontario;
- Length of the plant being supported and/or protected;
- Method of protection and/or support system in both plan and section views;
- Maximum deflection of the plant with the support;
- Deflection monitoring system placement if soil settlement will occur on site;
- Backfilling procedures.

6. Contact the City of Toronto for minimum vertical clearance to water valve chamber.

7. For above grade clearance refer to:
-  03-2300 Building and Permanent Structures
-  03-2400 Poles and Private Fences
-  04-4100 Pole Location Guidelines
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